
The Minutes of the 2012 Dinner held at the Stirling Management Centre Hotel were read by 
"Scribe" Stewart Davidson . These were proposed as a true record by Robin Dale and seconded 
by Blair Prentice. 

The Toast to the SASA was given by Past President Helen Murray, President in 2004. and she 
referred back to the origins of the Association and the fact that it was 125 years old this year. 
Helen had delved into the early history of the Association and the Constitution was drawn up 
between 1893 and 1896. She had a copies of the Constitutions for 1893 and 1896. In 1893 for 
example any amateur sporting body was able to join if they were interested in swimming. 
Districts were called "Local Centres of which there were 5. Perth and Dundee were separate and 
they paid 5 shillings per club registered in each centre to the SASA. 
Helen referred to a number of other "Gems" regarding what one could and could not do and 
gradually appropriate rules were drawn up or introduced as  the sport developed. 

The membership fee was 5 shillings or 25 p in new money. There were 5 Districts with Perth 
and Dundee as a separate entity. 
Swimmers were not allowed grease on their bodies and had to wear drawers under their 
coHumes. Rules were drawn up for aquatic football which became water polo. There were no 
n. 3 for competitive swimming but as we know rules were introduced as the sport developed. 
Handicapping was a common feature and apparently the person who did the handicapping was 
sometimes paid a fee. All this of course changed over the years. A far cry from present day 
competitive swimming. 

The reply to the Toast was given by the new President Gina Logan. 
Gina thanked Helen Murray for her Toast and the facts dug up by Helen in her research. She 
also thanked Alan Fletcher and the other Past Presidents for the honour of being with them. She 
had no advice from previous past Presidents as to what she should say so she decided her 
theme was to be "SURVIVAL" as that is what she saw her next year being. The President 
outlined her own swimming career learning to swim at the old Perth Baths. She also referred to 
an incident instigated by her brothers (she had three older brothers) when she was put in a 
wooden box and then put into the River Tay. I t  all turned out well in the end but looking back 
they did not know about the tides etc. One of her brothers Andrew became an author and he 
referred to this incident in his book "We waved to the Baker" Needless to say she, nor her 
brothers told her Mum and Dad. She went to PE College and got her Bronze Medallion with the 
hen of Win Hayes 

There being no further business cards were circulated for signing to be sent out to those who 
were unable to attend. 

The Dinner finished at approximately 10.30 pm 

Could I have a mover and a seconder please as an accurate account of last years Dinner 

Thank you SCRIBE Stewart Davidson 



TOAST TO THE SCOTTISH AMATEUR SWIMMING ASSOCIATION 

SASA is celebrating 125 years as being the Governing Body of the Sport of 
Swimming. 

I do not have the constitution of 1888 but I do have one for 1893 and 1896 which I 
would like to share some interesting facts with you. 

The constitution was 16 pages -27 including rules and any amateur body rowing, 
athletics - interesting in swimming - was able to join. Districts were called local 
centres of which there were 5 - Perth and Dundee being separate and they paid 51- 
per club registered in each centre to the SASA. 

Council comprised President, Vice Presidents of which there were 5 -one from each 
centre -presumably in a pecking order, Hon Treasurer, Hon Secretary Executive 
formed by 1 member for every 3 clubs affiliated to each centre and Auditors. 

Clubs could vote by proxy at an AGM and Council members could do likewise for 
Council Meetings. 

Rules - some little gems 
Aquatic Football 

The ball not more than 28" dia and not less then 26.5 " would be supplied by the 
home club and no oil, grease or other objectionable substance shall be placed on it. 

Teams shall wear caps of distinctive colours and drawers or costumes and in baths 
no grease or oil shall be rubbed on the body 

Graceful Swimming - directions for swimming competitions 

Breaststroke 
Side Stroke - lefI or right 
Overarm 
Backstroke - bent or straight arm 

No rules for competitive swimming or diving. 

Moving onto 1896 

Constitution, rules and other information such as holders of titles from 1888 had 
increased from 27 - 63 pages 

Office bearers were allowed to claim 3rd class rail fare for journeys over 10 miles and 
committee members must not exceed 51- for 3' class 

Hon Sec to keep a 'naughty book' to record the names of persons proved to have 
violated the laws of swimming and acted dishonourably towards any of the affiliated 
clubs. 

Aquatic Football was now Water Polo 

Teams had to wear blue and white caps in place of distinctive colours and had to 
wear drawers underneath the costumes. 

Swimming and Diving Championships Rules were introduced 



I* prize Challenge Cup or Trophy with gold medal costing 351- 
2nd prize gold medal with medal costing 251- 
3' prize gold medal with medal costing 151- 

Certificates were awarded to swimmers completing the course within a set 
time(freesty1e times only) 

Scottish Championships were offered each year to clubs and the accepted club had 
to guarantee the provision of the prizes. Entries were fixed at 216d but competiiors 
travelling more than 20 miles shall have their entry money refunded. SASA appoints 
officials but host club pay expenses. Many of us remember a system similar to this 
still operating in the 1950's. The winner of the Trophy could only hold the trophy if 
they guaranteed a satisfactory deposit of money or otherwise. In the event of heats 
the holder is entitled to a place in the final -defending your title. 

Swimming Entertainment Galas and other competitions usually had handicapped 
events that carried the maximum time limit of 50yds was 14 secs and 100 yds was 28 
sec. The Handicapper may be paid or honorary. The name of the handicapper must 
appear in all advertising and announcements. 

The Starter - Whose responsibilities ceases when he has " got off his men" 

The Hon Secretary and Committee must see that the wmpetitors are properly 
dressed according to the rules. They should "whip" up the competitors, keep the 
programme up to time and generally assist towards the convenience of the 
spectators and success of the undertaking. Ref to got off his men, whipping, 
spectator convenience and undertaking take on questionable motives 

The costumes must be regulation where ladies are expected to be present. 

Promoting bodies -All Speecheslannouncements to be kept to the smallest possible 
limits. In every case where ladies are present their comfort should be one of the first 
considerations. 6 

Promotors of Entertainment should arrange the heats and finals f6r that competiiors 
from a distance may conveniently catch their retum trains the same evening. 

Graceful Diving now appears in the rules - the competition was termed a test and 
there were 2 trials for each test consisting of a low dive, a medium dive, high dive 
and a surface or duck dive. A maximum of 34 points was awarded in the 4 areas of 
throw off, position of body in the air, entrance to the water and retum to surface. No 
spring to be used -all tests to be from a rigid board. 

The Association has come a long way in the 125 years of affiliation but sadly the 
diversification and commercialism has now produced a body which is far removed 
from the days of the amateur sport and yet it is still the results of the sport - 
swimming, diving, water polo and synchro on which we are judged and we must not 
loose sight of this in all the new initiatives undertaken by the Company. 

I am confident that under the stewardship of Gina, our newly elected President and 
our Council, the athletes and officials of the Scottish Amateur Swimming Association 
will continue to flourish and play a meaningful role in British Swimming and it's 
contribution to the International scene# major competitions. 

st- 

I would like you to be upstanding and toast the Scottish Amateur Swimming 
Association. 


